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ABSTRACT: Concerns on widespread use of biometric 

authentication systems are primarily centered around template 

security, revocability, and privacy. The use of cryptographic 

primitives to bolster the authentication process can alleviate 

some of these concerns as shown by biometric cryptosystems. 

In this paper, we propose a provably secure and blind 

biometric authentication protocol, which addresses the 

concerns of user’s privacy, template protection, and trust 

issues. The protocol is blind in the sense that it reveals only 

the identity, and no additional information about the user or 

the biometric to the authenticating server or vice-versa. As the 

protocol is based on asymmetric encryption of the biometric 

data, it captures the advantages of biometric authentication as 

well as the security of public key cryptography. The 

authentication protocol can run over public networks and 

provide nonrepudiable identity verification. The encryption 

also provides template protection, the ability to revoke 

enrolled templates, and alleviates the concerns on privacy in 

widespread use of biometrics. The proposed approach makes 

no restrictive assumptions on the biometric data and is hence 

applicable to multiple biometrics. Such a protocol has 

significant advantages over existing biometric cryptosystems, 

which use a biometric to secure a secret key, which in turn is 

used for authentication. We analyze the security of the 

protocol under various attack scenarios. Experimental results 

on biometric datasets (finger print) show that carrying out the 

authentication in the encrypted domain does not affect the 

accuracy, while the encryption key acts as an additional layer 

of security. 

General Terms: Artificial neural networks, biometrics, 
cryptosystems, Privacy, public key cryptography, security, 
support vector machines (SVMs). 

 
Keywords — Cryptography, Authentication, Biometric 
cryptosystems, Support Vector Machine, Wavelets and Neural 
networks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Biometric authentication systems are gaining wide-spread 

popularity in recent years due to the advances in sensor 

technologies as well as improvements in the matching 

algorithms that make the systems both secure and cost-

effective. They are ideally suited for both high security and 

remote authentication applications due to the non-repudiable 

nature and user convenience. Most biometric systems assume 

that the template in the system is secure due to human 

supervision (e.g., immigration checks and criminal database 

search) or physical protection (e.g., laptop locks and door 

locks). However, a variety of applications of authentication 

need to work over partially secure or insecure networks such 

as ATM networks or the Internet. Authentication over 

insecure public networks or with untrusted servers raises more 

concerns in privacy and security. The primary concern is 

related to the security of the plain biometric templates, which 

cannot be replaced, once they are compromised. The privacy 

concerns arise from the fact that the biometric samples reveal 

more information about its owner (medical, food habits, etc.) 

in addition to the identity. Widespread use of biometric 

authentication also raises concerns of tracking a person, as 

every activity that requires authentication can be uniquely 

assigned to an individual A biometric system that can work 

securely and reliably under such circumstances can have a 

multitude of applications varying from accessing remote 

servers to e-shopping over the Internet. For civilian 

applications, these concerns are often more serious than the 

accuracy of the biometric.  

 The primary problem here is that, for Alice, Bob could either 

be incompetent to secure her biometric or even curious to try 

and gain access to her biometric data, while the authentication 

is going on. So Alice does not want to give her biometric data in 

plain to Bob. On the other hand, Bob does not trust the client as 

she could be an impostor. She could also repudiate her access 

to the service at a later time. For both parties, the network is in- 

secure. A biometric system that can work securely and reliably 

under such circumstances can have a multitude of applications 

varying from accessing remote servers to e-shopping over the 

Internet. The primary concerns that need to be addressed for 

widespread adoption of biometrics. For civilian applications, 

these concerns are often more serious than the accuracy of the 

biometric. 
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If the user is able to authenticate himself using a strongly 

encrypted version of his biometricof the concerns on privacy 

and security can be addressed. How- ever, this would require 

the server to carry out all the compu- tations in the encrypted 

domain itself. Unfortunately, encryption algorithms are 

designed to remove any similarity that ex- ists within the data 

to defeat attacks, while pattern classification algorithms 

require the similarity of data to be preserved to achieve high 

accuracy. In other words, security/privacy and accuracy seem 

to be opposing objectives. Different secure authen- tication 

solutions try to make reasonable trade-offs between the 

opposing goals of security and accuracy, in addition to making 

specific assumptions about the representation or biometric being 

used. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Existing System and Details: The previous work in the area of 

encryption-based security of biometric templates tends to 

model the problem as that of building a classification system 

that separates the genuine and impostor samples in the 

encrypted domain. However, a strong encryption mechanism 

destroys any pattern in the data, which adversely affects the 

accuracy of verification. Hence, any such matching 

mechanism necessarily makes a compromise between 

template security (strong encryption) and accuracy (retaining 

patterns in the data). The primary difference in our approach 

is that we are able to design the classifier in the plain feature 

space, which allows us to maintain the performance of the 

biometric itself, while carrying out the authentication on data 

with strong encryption, which provides high security/ privacy. 

Over the years a number of attempts have been made to 

address the problem of template protection and privacy 

concerns and despite all efforts, puts it, “a template protection 

scheme with provable security and acceptable recognition 

performance has thus far remained elusive”. In this section, 

we will look at the existing work in light of this security-

accuracy dilemma, and understand how this can be overcome 

by communication between the authenticating server and the 

client. Detailed reviews of the work on template protection 

can be found. 

The first class of feature transformation approaches known as 

Salting offers security using a transformation function seeded 

by a user specific key. The strength of the approach lies in the 

strength of the key. A classifier is then designed in the encrypted 

feature space. Although the standard cryptographic encryption 

such as AES or RSA offers secure transformation functions, 

they cannot be used in this case. The inherent property of 

dissimilarity between two instances of the biometric trait from 

the same person, leads to large differences in their encrypted 

versions. This leads to a restriction on the possible functions 

that can be used and in salting, resulting in a compromise 

made between security and the performance. Some of the 

popular salting-based approaches are biohashing and salting 

for face template protection. Moreover, salting-based solutions 

are usually specific to a biometric trait, and in general do not 

offer well-defined security. Kong et al. do a detailed anal- 

ysis of the current biohashing-based biometric approaches. 

They conclude that the zero equal error rate (EER) reported by 

many papers is obtained in carefully set experimental conditions 

and unrealistic under assumptions from a practical view point.   

 

    Fig. 1 Categorization of Template Protection Schemes 

The second category of approaches identified as noninvert- 

ible transform applies a trait specific noninvertible function on 

the biometric template so as to secure it. The parameters of the 

transformation function are defined by a key which must be 

available at the time of authentication to transform the query 

feature set. Some of the popular approaches that fall into this 

category are robust hashing and cancelable templates. 

Cancelable templates, allows one to replace a leaked template, 

while reducing the amount of information revealed through the 

leak, thus addressing some of the privacy concerns. However, 

such methods are often biometric specific and do not make any 

guarantees on preservation of privacy, especially when the 

server is not trusted. Methods to detect tampering of the enrolled 

templates help in improving the security of the overall 

system. 

The third and fourth classes, shown in Fig., are both 

variations of Biometric cryptosystems. They try to integrate 

the ad- vantages of both biometrics and cryptography to 
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enhance the overall security and privacy of an authentication 

system. Such systems are primarily aimed at using the 

biometric as a protection for a secret key (key binding 

approach ) or use the bio- metric data to directly generate a 

secret key (key generation approach). The authentication is 

done using the key, which is unlocked/generated by the 

biometric. Such systems can op- erate in two modes in the 

case of remote authentication. In the first case, the key is 

unlocked/generated at the client end, which is sent to the 

server for authentication, which will ensure se- curity of the 

template, and provide user privacy. However, this would 

become a key-based authentication scheme and would lose 

the primary advantage of biometric authentication, which is 

its nonrepudiable nature. In the second case, the plain bio- 

metric needs to be transmitted from the user to the server, both 

during enrollment and during authentication. This inherently 

leaks more information about the user than just the identity, and 

the users need to trust the server to maintain their privacy. 

Moreover, authenticating over an insecure network makes the 

plain biometric vulnerable to spoofing attacks. 

Blind Authentication addresses all these concerns, 

1) The ability to use strong encryption addresses template 

protection issues as well as privacy concerns. 

2) Non-repudiable authentication can be carried out even be- 

Tween nontrusting client and server using a trusted third 
party solution. 

3) It provides provable protection against replay and client- 
side attacks even if the keys of the user are compromised. 

4) As the enrolled templates are encrypted using a key, one 
can replace any compromised template, providing revoca- 
bility, while allaying concerns of being tracked. 

2.1. Demerits of existing system 

 Less Privacy. 

 Less Security. 

 Difficult to perform Verification.. 

 2.2. Proposed System 

Blind authentication is able to achieve both strong encryption-

based security as well as accuracy of a powerful classifiers 

such as support vector machines (SVMs)  and neural 

networks. While the proposed approach has similarities to the 

blind vision scheme for image retrieval, it is far more efficient 

for the verification task. Blind Authentication addresses all the 

concerns mentioned  

1) The ability to use strong encryption addresses template 

protection issues as well as privacy concerns. 

 2) Non-repudiable authentication can be carried out even 

between nontrusting client and server using a trusted third 

party solution.  

3) It provides provable protection against replay and client 

side attacks even if the keys of the user are compromised.  

4) As the enrolled templates are encrypted using a key, one 

can replace any compromised template, providing 

revocability, while allaying concerns of being tracked.  

The framework is generic in the sense that it can classify any 

feature vector, making it applicable to multiple biometrics. 

Moreover, as the authentication process requires someone to 

send an encrypted version of the biometric, the nonrepudiable 

nature of the authentication is fully preserved, assuming that 

spoof attacks are prevented. The proposed approach does not 

fall into any of the categories. This work opens a new 

direction of research to look at privacy preserving biometric 

authentication. 

2.3. Authentication 

To perform authentication, the client locks the biometric test 

sample using her public key and sends the locked ID to the 

server. The server computes the products of the locked ID with 

the locked classifier parameters and randomizes the results. 

These randomized products are sent back to the client. During 

the second round, the client unlocks the randomized results and 

computes the sum of the products. The resulting randomized 

sum is sent to the server. The server derandomizes the sum 

to obtain the final result, which is compared with a threshold 

for authentication. 

 

 

 Fig. 2 Blind Authentication Process 
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We note that the computation of w.x requires a set of scalar 

multiplications, followed by a set of additions. As the encryption 

used (RSA) is homomorphism to multiplication, we can 

compute, E(wx)=E(w)E(x) at the server side. However, we 

cannot add the results to compute the authentication function. 

Unfortu- nately, sending the products to the client for addition 

will reveal the classifier parameters to the user, which is not 

desirable. We use a clever randomization mechanism that 

achieves this computation without revealing any information to 

the user. The randomization makes sure that the client can do 

the summation, while not being able to decipher any 

information from the products. The randomization is done in 

such a way that the server can compute the final sum to be 

compared with the threshold. The overall algorithm of the 

authentication process is given in Algorithm. Note that all the 

arithmetic operations that we mention in the encrypted domain 

will be modulo-operations, ., all the computations such as (a 

or b) will be done as (a or b) mod p , where p is defined by the 

Encryption Scheme Employeed. 

2. 4. Enrollment 

In the previous section, we assumed that server has copies 

of the client’s public key ‘E’ as well as the classifier 

parameters that are encrypted using that key     E( w).    These were sent 

to the server during the enrollment phase by a trusted 

enrollment server. Assuming a third party as the enrollment 

server gives us a flexible model, where the enrollment could 

also be done by the client or the server if the trust allows. 

During the enrollment, the client sends samples of her bio- 

metric to the enrollment server, who trains a classifier for the 

user. The trained parameters are encrypted and sent to the au- 

thentication server, and a notification is sent back to the client. 

Fig.2. gives an overview of the enrollment process. The bio- 

metric samples sent by the client to the enrollment server could 

be digitally signed by the client and encrypted using the servers 

public key to protect it.  

 

Advantages 

 More Security 

 Better Privacy 

 Strong Encryption 

 Used with wide variety of Biometric traits. 

 

         

Fig.3 Enrollment based on a Trusted Third party. 

The use of a third party for enrollment also allows for long- 

term learning by the enrollment server over a large number of 

enrollments, thus improving the quality of the trained 

classifier. Algorithm 2 gives a step-by-step description of the 

enrollment process. Note that the only information that is 

passed from the enrollment server to the authentication server 

is the user’s identity, public key, and Encrypted version of 

parameters. 

 
3. AUTHENTICATION ALGORITHM 
 
Steps  
1. Client computes feature vector(x) from biometric data. 
2. Feature vector is encrypted [E(x)] and sent to server. 
3. Server Computes products by using Classifier parameters 
(w). 
   i. server accepts identity of user when w.x< T 
                  w = parameters of classifier 

 x = feature vector 
   T = threshold value 
    ii. Computation of w.x requires a set of scalar     
                    multiplications and additions. 
    iii. Here encryption used is Homomorphic to  
     multiplication so we cannot perform addition at   
        server side. 
4. Server performs multiple homomorphisms, 
       i.e.   E(wxr)= E(w)E(x)E(r) 
        r = random variable. 
       these random products are sent to client for addition. 
5. Client decrypts products to get “wxr” and performs 
addition. 
6. Client returns addition to server and then Server calculates 
final sum ‘S’. 
7. By comparing the final sum ‘S’ and threshod value ‘T’ ,  
          if  S>T, then we can accept the client else reject. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 
 

 
 

Fig: 4 Uploading and Encryption of Selected Biometric 

Sample. 

 
 
Fig: 5 this page shows encrypted data of Biometric Sample 

and sending this Encrypted data to Server. 

 

 
 

Fig: 6 This page shows Comparison of two Biometric 

Samples. 

 
 

Fig: 7.Page Showing Comparing of two Biometric 

Samples. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed A Secure Crypto Biometric 

protocol for Authentication. The proposed blind 

authentication is extremely secure under a variety of attacks 

and can be used with a wide variety of biometric traits. 

Protocols are designed to keep the interaction between the 

user and the server to a minimum with no resort to 
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computationally expensive protocols such as secure 

multiparty computation (SMC). As the verification can be 

done in real-time with the help of available hardware, the 

approach is practical in many applications. The use of smart 

cards to hold encryption keys enables applications such as 

biometric ATMs and access of services from public terminals. 

Possible extensions to this work include secure enrollment 

protocols and encryption methods to reduce computations. 

Efficient methods to do dynamic warping-based matching of 

variable length feature vectors can further enhance the utility 

of the approach and the great avenue is of this paper is to 

enhance by using Support Vector Machine, Wavelets and 

Neural networks. 
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